IT ASSET DISPOSITION

Technology is introduced to business workflows to increase productivity and boost earnings. When the time comes to remove off-lease and end-of-life IT assets, shouldn't those goals remain the same? That's All Green's approach to IT Asset Disposition - we work with our clients to limit interruptions, improve efficiency, and maximize returns. Data security, risk mitigation and protecting your company’s reputation are what we do best.

CENTRALLY MANAGED PROCESS

Our centrally managed process is engineered to be fully transparent every step of the way. Follow your assets effortlessly through a secure chain of custody from a single reputable vendor. Our online Client Portal allows you to track your products and obtain reporting at any time.

CONVENIENT SERVICE & REPORTING

With a presence in every major U.S. metropolitan area, All Green is a convenient and reliable partner for enterprise-level corporations across the country. Our certified experts remove IT assets from any client location within the United States and securely transport them to our state-of-the-art facilities. All Green’s robust inventory management system tags and tracks each individual asset in our custody, enabling us to provide comprehensive documentation, including compliance reports and financial analytics. We remove the guesswork, saving you time and money.

MINIMIZING RISK

Nothing is more important to an established company than the reputation it has spent years working so hard to build. All Green is certified to the industry’s highest standards in data destruction and electronics recycling. You can be assured that your IT assets are in good hands. Our bulletproof processes and zero-landfill policies put our clients ahead in terms of security and environmental impact, greatly reducing the risk of costly PR or legal disasters.

MAXIMIZING REMARKETING VALUE

Removing off-lease and end-of-life IT assets is not just a necessity for businesses, but an opportunity for value recovery. All Green evaluates your assets based on criteria such as age and condition. Then, All Green uses the industry’s most progressive resale platform to market your equipment for maximum value. As a Microsoft Authorized Refurbisher, we add value to your equipment before remarketing it through our reseller network. When a sale is made, All Green returns 70% of the net revenue, which allows you to reinvest those earnings back into your business. Alternative disposition paths include redeploying assets within the organization to save on unnecessary new purchases, repurchasing or gifting programs for employees, and charitable donation initiatives.

Call 888.220.4676 or visit AllGreenRecycling.com to learn how your company can recover more value from IT assets!
IT ASSET DISPOSITION

ALL GREEN WILL:

1. Come to your location based on your schedule

2. Collect, individually tag, and package IT assets

3. Transport your IT assets to one of our secure facilities

4. Track each asset through our proprietary inventory management system

5. Make comprehensive reporting of your assets available to you

6. Next step or

7. Revenue sharing or responsible electronics recycling

READ MORE ABOUT THESE SERVICES
SECURE DATA DESTRUCTION

When data security isn’t handled with the care it deserves, it can lead to millions of dollars in damages and a permanently tarnished reputation. Regardless of whether your industry is subject to stringent privacy laws and regulatory requirements, your organization cannot afford to risk sensitive information falling into the wrong hands. All Green recognizes the responsibility that comes with handling your company’s data. With industry-leading certifications we have earned the trust of corporations across the country.

TRANSPARENT PROCESS

Sensitive data isn’t just stored on hard drives found in workstations and servers—it’s also on photocopiers, fax machines, printers, smartphones and more. That’s why All Green has tightly integrated data destruction services into our centrally managed IT Asset Disposition process. Our systems are built on the principles of transparency and accountability. You can follow a clear chain-of-custody for each individual IT asset and enjoy the peace-of-mind that comes with certified data security reporting.

MILITARY-GRADE DATA DESTRUCTION

There are multiple levels to a bulletproof data security process, but they can be broken down into two categories: digital wiping and physical destruction. All Green has a client list that includes the Department of Homeland Security and the FBI. Therefore, we follow the highest standards in the world to ensure that your data is eliminated permanently using a custom-built digital wiping system, degaussing and the industry’s most advanced on-site shredding system. We guarantee and certify that your storage devices and the data they contain will be rendered unrecoverable.

ON-SITE HARD DRIVE SHREDDING

While All Green’s state-of-the-art facilities exceed the industry’s highest data security standards, we understand companies are highly protective of their sensitive data and sometimes need an extra level of assurance. All Green’s custom built, state-of-the-art, mobile shredder and data security system are the most advanced mobile shredder and system in the world. Equipped with a powerful Untha RS-30 shredder, it can shred several hundred drives in less than an hour. Additionally, it has the capability of shredding hard drives and other media devices to pieces that are only 8mm in diameter!

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING & CERTIFICATION

All Green provides clients with full reporting on all data-containing devices including the make, model and serial number of each device. This information is then combined with automatic data including method of destruction as well as the time and date of destruction. Complete destruction of all data is confirmed by an independent representative, prior to issuing a certificate of destruction. Certificates are immediately available via our client portal and can also be sent via mail for physical filing. We mitigate your risk by ensuring release of liability and full indemnification.

Call 888.220.4676 or visit AllGreenRecycling.com to learn how your company can recover more value from IT assets!
SECURE DATA DESTRUCTION

SECURE TAGGING, PACKAGING, AND TRANSPORTATION

SECURE RECEIVING AND TRACKING

HARD DRIVE REMOVAL

MULTIPLE DESTRUCTION METHODS

ON-SITE SERVICES

STATE-OF-THE-ART SHREDDING FACILITY DISPATCHED TO YOUR LOCATION

WITNESSED IN-PERSON BY YOUR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

ENTIRE PROCESS RECORDED ON VIDEO FROM VARIOUS CAMERA ANGLES

CERTIFICATE OF DESTRUCTION & INDEMNIFICATION INCLUDING MAKE, MODEL, SERIAL NUMBER, METHOD AND TIME OF DESTRUCTION MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH OUR ONLINE CLIENT PORTAL

OFF-SITE SERVICES

DATA-CONTAINING DEVICES

CUSTOM BUILT DIGITAL WIPING SYSTEM

SECURE DEGAUSSING SYSTEM

PHYSICAL HARD DRIVE CRUSHING

EACH ITEM SCANNED AND SHREDDED TO 8MM

CLIENT PORTAL
REVENUE SHARING

Do you know how much your company’s end-of-life IT assets are worth? Probably more than you think. While your organization’s decommissioned technology may no longer be useful or needed in your business workflows, most obsolete hardware continues to hold value that can be maximized with the proper systematic approach. All Green evaluates each individual asset to determine the preferred disposition path for optimal value recovery. Most importantly, we return revenue back to you so you can reinvest it into your business.

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO REMARKETING

Corporations across the country trust All Green’s certified experts to remove IT assets from any client location in the United States. We collect, package and transport electronics to our secure facilities. Then we utilize our advanced inventory management system to evaluate every piece of equipment. Comprehensive testing is conducted to assess the condition of your assets and you are provided with detailed reports that clearly identify the make, model and serial number of every asset in our custody.

VALUE-ADDED IT REFURBISHING

All Green finds hidden value in your IT equipment to benefit your organization’s bottom line by recovering capital you’ve previously invested in technology. Upon inspecting each asset all revenue opportunities are explored to determine whether it’s most beneficial to refurbish hardware as a unit or dismantle it to resell the most valuable parts. As a Microsoft Registered Refurbisher, All Green also adds value to your equipment with genuine Microsoft software as well as cleaning and repackaging services. In addition, we protect your company from risk and liability with military-grade data destruction solutions.

REVENUE-EARNING DISPOSITION PATHS

Once your end-of-life IT assets have gone through All Green’s refurbishment process, they are prepared for a number of possible disposition paths. For example, your technology can be redeployed within your organization to save on unnecessary new purchases or allocated for employee repurchasing and gifting programs. All Green can even securely store your assets until the ideal path is determined. Through our robust reseller network, we also ensure the best market prices and can recommend the channels that will yield the highest resale values, such as ecommerce, retail and wholesale. All Green returns 70% of each sale’s net revenue so you can reinvest those earnings back into your business.

Call 888.220.4676 or visit AllGreenRecycling.com to learn how your company can recover more value from IT assets!
REVENUE SHARING

1. COME TO YOUR LOCATION BASED ON YOUR SCHEDULE

2. COLLECT, PACKAGE, AND TRANSPORT IT ASSETS TO SAFE FACILITY

3. UTILIZE ADVANCED INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO EVALUATE EVERY PIECE OF EQUIPMENT

4. COMPREHENSIVE TESTING CONDUCTED TO ACCESS CONDITION OF ASSETS

5. PROVIDE DETAILED REPORTS THAT FIND HIDDEN VALUE IN YOUR EQUIPMENT AND RECOVER INVESTED CAPITAL

6. GENUINE SOFTWARE CLEANING & RE-PACKAGING SERVICES THROUGH MICROSOFT REGISTERED REFURBISHING

POSSIBLE REVENUE-EARNING DISPOSITION PATHS

7. REDEPLOYED WITHIN ORGANIZATION

SECURE STORAGE

RESELLER NETWORK WITH BEST PRICES

E-COMMERCE

RETAIL

WHOLESALE
RESPONSIBLE IT RECYCLING

Determining how to handle end-of-life IT assets can be a daunting task for any organization. Beyond internal sustainability policies, there are an increasing number of government e-waste regulations to consider when choosing an ITAD or recycling vendor. All Green removes the complexity and guarantees accountability to ensure that IT assets are recycled securely and responsibly. Protecting your data and ensuring full environmental compliance is what we do best.

OPTIMIZED APPROACH TO RECYCLING

While IT recycling may be a valid path for some decommissioned IT assets, we consider it a final step in a more comprehensive ITAD strategy. It’s far more beneficial for both the environment and your company’s bottom line to repurpose or remarket equipment, if at all possible. In many cases, however, recycling is the most viable option for your assets. All Green removes the headache by working with you to determine the best solutions for your equipment.

CONVENIENT PICKUP SERVICES

Since we operate more trucks than any IT Recycling vendor in North America, we are able to provide you with convenient pickup services on your schedule. Our experts can come to any of your individual locations in North America for collection, packaging and removal of IT Equipment. Our state-of-the-art logistics systems then allow you to track your assets in real-time via our online client portal.

CERTIFIED INTEGRITY AND ASSURANCE

All Green recognizes that entrusting an outside vendor with your firm’s electronic assets is not a decision to be taken lightly. We boast a proven record of going above and beyond the most stringent global standards, earning e-Stewards, ISO 14001, and R2 Responsible Recycling certifications, among others. Based on All Green’s certified compliance reports that document each individual asset through every step of our centrally managed process, our services are transparent and effortless for our customers.

A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Improperly disposing of toxic electronic equipment can leave your organization liable for millions of dollars in government fines, cleanup costs, and possibly irreversible damage to your reputation. All Green’s zero-landfill policy not only helps preserve the environment, but also protects our clients from unnecessary risk. Our facilities go far beyond electronics recycling by ensuring 100% recycling of everything that enters our system including packaging material such as plastic, cardboard and Styrofoam.

Call 888.220.4676 or visit AllGreenRecycling.com to learn how your company can recover more value from IT assets!
RESPONSIBLE IT RECYCLING

YOUR IT ASSETS

1. Collect, package, and transport electronics to one of our secure facilities for full reporting.
2. Certified data destruction.
3. Stringent global security standards and top certification.
4. Sort into
5. Harvest, refurbish, and separate any reusable parts.
6. Dismantle, shred, and separate the remainder to yield clean commodities.
7. Plastic, steel, aluminum, copper, precious metals, reusable components.

= 100% recyclable products.